Xpedite – Destination Services Redesigned
A smarter, digital, choice-driven experience for the modern relocating employee
What do you get when you combine a full-featured
virtual environment, relevant and insightful digital
content, and local expertise on-demand? Look no
further for a simplified, streamlined service experience
that your employees have been waiting for!
Introducing Xpedite: a simpler, smarter solution for
destination services. Xpedite is the new delivery
option for employees on short- and long-term
international assignments who prefer choice and
control, fast access to information, and reliable,
straight-forward guidance from a local expert.

The Xpedite Difference

 Employee choice-driven experience
Digital content and virtual guidance with

 choice of in-person assistance

 Optimized use of authorized benefits
Core/Flex choice and defined options

 controls the total cost of service

 3-day service value delivered in less time
 Outcome-focused, not process-focused

myMove… myChoices… myWay
Xpedite revolutionizes service delivery through a
combination of crowd-sourced digitized content and a
configurable structure that provides both essential
core services and flexible choices for virtual or
accompanied delivery.
Delivered through our myDwellworks™ platform,
service starts immediately – no intake call to repeat
information previously shared, no delays, no duplicated
effort. Just fast access to hyper-local insights to start
learning about the new location and make the move.

Curated Content + Digital-First Services + Trusted Local Expertise =
A Customer-Centric Experience at a Lower Price
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Reimagining the Destination Services Experience!
On-demand information and a local lifeline when needed
We’ve supported hundreds of thousands of moves and have translated those customer expectations
into local information designed for the high-demand, high-value talent that defines the globally mobile
workforce. This digital content, presented in myDwellworks™, offers thoughtfully curated, crowdsourced local insights and robust How-To Guides that provide employees with clear guidance for arrival
and prepares them for what to expect in their new community. Throughout their journey, employees are
connected with their in-market expert who finds property matches, answers questions, and provides
virtual and/or accompanied support as requested.

Designed to move today’s global workforce
Xpedite is tailored to complement existing employer benefits and policies, delivered in an employeechoice model. Now available in all major US metro markets and several key Dwellworks global service
locations across the Americas and Europe, this service is ideal for employers who:

 Define expected outcomes but empower the employee to create their own service experience
 Seek both cost savings and an improved user experience
 Relocate employees who prefer a digital, self-driven experience with an option for accompanied help
 Want virtual service options as a differentiator in their employee benefits portfolio

Don’t just authorize your next move, Xpedite it!
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